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More Effective Groove
Milling For Gearboxes
By Derek Korn

M

anufacturers that produce standard prod- That’s what SEW Eurodrive’s Melvin Story does
uct lines have an advantage over contract on an ongoing basis.
Mr. Story is an engineering technician for the
shops in that they can continually upgrade their
processes based on predictable machining needs. Lyman, South Carolina supplier of right-angle
gearboxes for power transmission and motion
control applications. This U.S. headquarters of
Germany-based SEW Eurodrive is where machinSEW EURODRIVE
ing and assembly of housings and gear sets are
problem Long cycle times for grooving
operations
Reach is an issue in creating grooves in an internal
solution Large groove milling tools from
bore of these gearbox housings. A grooving tool
Horn
with an 18-inch gage length is used to create these
results Tenfold increase in feed rate,
grooves. Despite the tool’s length, its radial runout
one-quarter the previous cycle time
is just 0.004 inch.
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Combination groove milling tools such as this can
machine two bores, eliminating a tool change and
reducing overall cycle time.
performed in a 250,000 square-foot facility for
various product models.
The predictability of having a standard product
line doesn’t diminish the machining challenges
that some of these gearbox components present,
however. Housing castings, for example, require
facing, boring and drilling operations often held
to micron-level tolerances to ensure long unit life
and high performance. Precision groove milling
is also necessary to create snap ring grooves in
two machined bores of differing sizes found in
every casting. For the most part, groove milling
the bigger of these bores is straightforward. The
bore passes through a casting wall and can be
easily accessed with a relatively short tool. Short
tools, being inherently more rigid than long ones,
allow more aggressive cutting to minimize cycle
times. As Mr. Story points out (quite literally in the
photo on page 80), the smaller internal bore is
more difficult to create, largely because it’s harder
to reach.
That blind bore is located in the back wall of
the casting and can be accessed only through
an opening in the opposite end. A groove milling
tool must be long enough to not only reach into
the casting, but also to clear the fixture. The largest casting, which weighs approximately 300
pounds, requires a tool that is at least 18 inches
long for this operation.
The tools that SEW Eurodrive previously used
for the internal bore grooves on the large castings
inhibited the production capability of the Makino
a99e 50-taper HMCs that machine many of those
castings. Slower interpolating feed rates were
necessary to ensure groove accuracy because
the tools lacked rigidity. The tools tended to flex
at high feeds, so feed rates were restricted to 20
mm/min to produce the 120 mm-diameter grooves
in the 110 mm internal bores.
Those tools also created extended stretches
of spindle downtime while inserts were indexed.
Mr. Story found that it wasn’t possible to accurately
index the tool’s inser ts at the machine. This
wasn’t a machine operator’s fault. The tools simply
had too much variability, so tool room attendants

such as Wayne Ballenger indexed the inserts and
measured them on a presetter to ensure proper
insert positioning.
Based on past successes with small grooving
and boring operations using Horn tools, Mr. Story
decided that Horn would likely be able to provide
a groove milling solution for the big castings.
Although Horn is often associated with small-scale
work, the company has developed a number of
tools for large boring and grooving operations
over the years.
Starting Small

Mr. Ballenger introduced Mr. Story to Horn cutting
tools years ago. They first applied the tools to
small grooving applications, tapping help from
Horn representative Brian Hogg and Johnny
Golden, sales person for Colony Tool.
Most of those early applications used the Horn
Mini Milling series of grooving and chamfering
to o l s w i th d i a m e te r s s m a l l e r th a n 1 i n c h.
Small combination tools, such as the one shown
on the previous page, were also used to allow
one grooving tool to machine two bore sizes,
eliminating a tool change and reducing overall
cycle times. Each application was examined
carefully so that the tool diameters and number
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of cutting edges were optimized for the operation
to minimize cycle time and tool wear.
The tool Horn developed for the large casting
provided benefits similar to those achieved with
the smaller-diameter tools. Despite having a
diameter of 3.5 inches and long gage length of
18 inches, radial runout of the 3-insert tool was
measured to be just 0.004 inch. That, combined
with the tool’s better rigidity, allowed a feed rate
increase from 20 mm/min to 200 mm/min. This
reduced the cycle time from 4 minutes to 1 minute.
Mr. Stor y notes that tool life has been much
longer, too.
In addition, Mr. Story has the confidence to
allow operators to perform insert indexing at the
machine without subsequent measurements on
the presetter. Such repeatability, he says, is what
he primarily looks for in cutting tools for a production environment.

For more information from Horn USA, enter
the company name at mmsonline.com/
suppliers or call: 615-771-4100.

Horn tools are being used to machine the
grooves in the bigger bore of each casting, too.
T hose s hor te r tools have a re lati ve l y la rge
diameter that allows 10 inserts to be used. The
previous tools had a smaller diameter and just
three inserts. Those ran at an interpolating feed
rate of 190 mm/min. The Horn tool allows the
Makinos to run at 888 mm/min when milling
those grooves.
Establishing Relationships

Mr. Story says he will entertain offers from various
cutting tool companies that manufacture milling
and drilling tools. However, that’s not the case for
grooving tools. He says he’s sticking with Horn
for those applications. The quality of its tools, he
believes, is punctuated by the assistance he’s
received over the years from Mr. Hogg and Mr.
Golden. The tight relationship and trust he has
with his tooling representative and distributor
have helped SEW Eurodrive integrate new cutting
tool approaches faster, which allows the company
to realize the benefits of improved efficiencies
quicker, he says.

Good relationships
between a manufacturer
and its suppliers often
lead to good results.
Here, Wayne Ballenger,
tooling expert for SEW
Eurodrive, measures a
combination tool while
Horn representative
Brian Hogg (middle) and
Colony Tool’s Johnny
Golden look on.
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